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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Consumers often invest resources (e.g., effort, time, or money) 

to pursue an item of an uncertain magnitude. Will uncertainty in-
crease or decrease resource investment (i.e., motivation)? Previous 
research found that in choice and evaluation, people prefer certain 
gains over uncertain gains (Bernoulli 1738; Kahneman and Tversky 
1979; Gneezy, List, and Wu 2006; von Neumann and Morgenstern 
1944). In this research we focus on motivation rather than choice and 
evaluation, and explore the possibility that while pursuing a reward, 
people are more motivated by an uncertain reward than by a certain 
reward, even if the latter entails a higher expected value. 

We define a certain reward as a reward of a certain magnitude 
(e.g., a 100% chance at V; V > 0) and an uncertain reward as a re-
ward of an uncertain magnitude (e.g., a 50% chance at V and a 50% 
chance at c; V > c > 0). By controlling the best-case scenario of the 
two rewards, we run a strong test for the motivational impact of un-
certainty.

We suggest that uncertainty is exciting and predict that uncer-
tainty increases motivation by generating a positive experience dur-
ing the pursuit of a reward of an uncertain magnitude. Research has 
shown that uncertainty about positive outcomes stimulates positive 
feelings and arousal (i.e., excitement, enjoyment, and suspense; Bar-
Anan, Wilson, and Gilbert 2009; Brehm and Self 1989; Lee and Qiu 
2009; Wilson et al. 2005; Zillmann 1983). Thus, uncertainty can be 
a source of positive experience. Moreover, excitement increases mo-
tivation because excitement is a positive feeling, and according to 
motivation theory, positive feelings increase motivation (Czikszent-
mihalyi 1990; Custers and Aarts 2005; Erez and Isen 2002; Ferguson 
2008; Fishbach and Choi 2012; Shah and Kruglanski 2000). 

An important moderator of the motivating uncertainty effect is 
the focus on process (pursing the reward) versus outcome (reward 
itself) of the reward pursuit. When inside the process of reward pur-
suit, people spontaneously attend to the process, and affective as-
pects, such as excitement, are central to their decisions on how much 
resource to invest to pursue the reward. By contrast, when outside of 
the process of reward pursuit (e.g., when deciding in prospective), 
people spontaneously attend to the outcome, and non-affective as-
pects, such as the value of the outcome, are central to their decisions 
(Bagozzi and Dholakia 1999; Choi and Fishbach 2011; Gollwitzer 
2012; Kivetz 2003; Hsee and Rottenstreich 2004; Millar and Tesser 
1986). 

We examined the motivating uncertainty effect and its mecha-
nism in four studies, all involving real rewards and resource invest-
ment. 

Study 1 (N = 87) provides an initial demonstration that uncer-
tainty can increase motivation. We found that whereas 70% of par-
ticipants completed a water-drinking task in pursuit of an uncertain 
reward ($2 or $1 depending on a coin toss), only 43% completed the 
same task in pursuit of a certain reward ($2).

Study 2 (N = 530) replicates the motivating uncertainty effect 
across a range of reward probabilities (from 1% to 99%). MTurk 
participants worked on an ad evaluation task for a bonus, and those 
who evaluated more ads than the average number across all partici-
pants qualified for a bonus. We had two major findings. First, on 
average, participants incentivized by an uncertain bonus (1%, 40%, 
50%, 60%, 99%, an unspecified chance at $0.50; otherwise, $0.20) 

evaluated more ads than those incentivized by a certain bonus ($0.50 
or $0.20). Second, each uncertain bonus in this design was more mo-
tivating than the certain, economically better bonus ($0.50).

Studies 3 and 4 investigate the process underlying the moti-
vating uncertainty effect, namely, excitement during the process of 
reward pursuit. Specifically, Study 3 (N =138) demonstrates that un-
certainty increases motivation only during the process of pursing a 
reward but not before the process starts. Participants bid against each 
other for a bag of Godiva truffle chocolates in a multiple-round auc-
tion. The bag contained either a certain number of truffle chocolates 
(5 in an unwrapped bag) or an uncertain number of truffle chocolates 
(5 or 3 in an wrapped bag); participants either elicited their WTP 
before the auction (presumably focus on outcome) or throughout the 
auction (presumably focus on process). We found that when stating 
WTP in advance participants gave a higher reservation price to the 
certain bag, but during the actual bidding process, they bid higher for 
the uncertain bag.

Study 4 (N = 185) further examines our account that uncertainty 
adds excitement to the process and reveals that uncertainty brings ex-
citement and excitement boosts motivation. We manipulated partici-
pants’ focus by experimentally instructing them to focus on process 
or outcome (or control, no instruction). We also measured their ex-
citement experience. The findings are that participants who focused 
on process (or control) priced the uncertain item higher than the cer-
tain item, whereas participants who focused on outcome priced the 
certain item higher, and that the excitement experience mediated the 
motivating uncertainty effect.

In sum, we document a robust positive effect of uncertainty on 
motivation: uncertain rewards increase motivation. We further dem-
onstrate that this effect occurs when people focus on process (purs-
ing the reward) rather than when they focus on outcome (the reward 
itself) and that uncertainty in reward magnitude creates excitement, 
thereby increasing motivation. Our research yields theoretical con-
tributions about when people react positively or negatively towards 
uncertainty and practical implications about how to devise cost-effi-
cient incentive systems, including consumer loyalty programs.
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